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Descriptive Summary

Title: Citrus Industry Harvesting Tools (Collection)
Dates: 1930 - 1980
Collection Number: LH-CA-100
Creator/Collector: 
Extent: 2 boxes
Online items available [http://archives.fullerton.edu/repositories/5/resources/82](http://archives.fullerton.edu/repositories/5/resources/82)
Repository: California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections
Fullerton, California 92834-4150
Language of Material: English
Access
The collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
Citrus Industry Harvesting Tools (Collection). California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections
Scope and Content of Collection
The Citrus Industry Harvesting Tools collection contains two boxes of harvesting materials. Items include a canvas picking sack, fruit stamp dyes, picking rings, and field nippers.
Indexing Terms
Citrus fruits--Harvesting
Citrus fruit industry
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